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ABSTRACT 

Apollo 12 and Atlas Centaur 67 arc two launch vehicks which have experieclced triggered lighting suikes. 
Serious consequences nsulted from the events, especially wilh AC-67, for which thc vehicle and payload wae 
lost. These events indicate that it is necessary to develop launch rules which would prevent such occ-s. 

In order to develop valid lightning related launch d e s .  it is necessary to understand the effects of the plume. 
Some have assumed that the plume can be mated as a perfect conductor. and have computed electric field 
enhancement factors on that basis. We have looked at the plume. and believe that the= models are not comct, 
because they ignore the fluid motion of the conducting particles. We have developed a model which includes this 
flow chalacm. 

In our model the external field is excluded from the plume as it would be for any good conductor, but in 
addition the charge must distribute so thru the charge density is tcm at some location in the exhaust. When this 
condition is included in the calculation of triggering enhancement factors, Lhey can be 2 to 3 times larger ban 
calculated by other methods which include a conductive plume but don’t include the c a t  boundary conditions. 

In our paper we review the relevant features of rocka ahilrots for the triggered lighting probkm, present an 
approach for including flowing conductive gases. and prrsurt pdirninary calculations to demonstrate the effect 
that Ihe plume has on enhancement factors. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Rocket exhausts arc of interest elacmmagnc~cally in several anas. They have the potential of altCring Ihe 
coupling of high fquency fields to rockm [ 1-31. The exhaust is also of interest in the dcvebpment of advanced 
weapons. T h e  plume will attenuate and scatter laser light or high power microwave energy for example. 
Another area of intenst is thc radar reflectivity of thc plume, for which both meSlSunmenlS and calculations have 

Regarding the effect of exhaust conductivity on the local electric fields a m n d  a rocket during ascent through 
a thunderstorm region, there is less work. Some of the first work on enhancement fecm was pCrfonntd by 
Kasemir 171. Perpla et al., [8] have included the plume in calculations of triggered lightning threshold electric 
fields in the analysis of Lhc Atlas Cenulur AC-67 failure. Orher work in this area has been done by Krider et al. 
[9] who made mcasmwnents of the optid emissions of a Saturn V plume and infened the electrical conductivity. 

The temporal conditions in the triggered lighming case arc somewhat different from other rocker/plume 
electromagnetic problems because thc extcmal field in this cllse changes slowly, on the time scale of 1-10 scc. 
and in other cases the time sale of the ex& fxb is relatively short (rnictoseconds or nanoseconds). When 
the time scale is long, thc velocities of tk rocket and the exhaust gases become important. The objective of the 
wollt nported hem is to suggest a model which can be used to dctcrmine the eltcuic field enhancement factor of a 
rocket exhaust system. 

In this paper we describe the significant fcatures of the rocket exhaust, its chemistry. and how the exhaust 
responds to a dc or slowly varying electric k l d  envimment such as occurs in a thundtrsumn. We then describe 
a modcl which can be used to obtain Lhc mggaingcondiuons on a rocket 

paf- [MI. 
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i 2.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ROCKET EXHAUST 

Figwe 1 iS8 rchsmuic diagT8m thowing du#fcgiars dtbecxJl8mtllwaial expelled by the rock4 mO(0r. 
The three meas oftheexbust that have been idcnWicd arc cbotcd by the tams plume, COIDM, d mil. ?he 
tam 'exhaust', will dtwat everyrhing that h v e s  the rocket. is.. the cunbidoa of the piumc, the caona, md 
the mil. Because tbe scope ofhis wQk is limited to tbe trigsexing of lightning d this occurs atdtiadcs 
below 20 bn, oo(IsjdeRwn ks baen given only to thecnhwrst ~ m m c b a n r y m o s p h e r e  (< zokm). 

I l l  
FiRute 1 General Ftatures of I Generic Rocket Exhaust (No Exterul Fields) 

The plume is the -ion where the temperature is Ihe highest ud w h  rhea is a strong blackbody 
luminosity in rbe visible ngime 191. ThC high temperature is due in pm to rfvrbunring (CO md H2 with % 
in h e  Satum V, PI). It is d l y  one to two times the site of the rocket, and has the largest conductivity 111. 
The pressure in thisrcgiocl vtriea from sevaal atmosphens near the nozzle toneuly m b i c n t ~ a t  the 
d0wmtre-m ad of tbe plume. ThC flow of gas at the WIQ edge of the plume is vay turbulent. 

Glses in Wcaoaaae coda than m the plume bur still subantiJly hoaa then the sunamding air. The 
pnssure in the CQDN is proably within 8 factor of two of the s\mamding air. Some &cal emissions stiil 
occur, but thme is no visible blackbody radiarion, only line ndiation [91. 

'Ihercgio~~ daacdtnil hs nmnu~chemicel species ofthe motor,md may contain a large amount of otha 
matui.l (now condad) Iht b expelled by the rocket motor. This fcgion is cool, md is at nearly ambient 
mpentue. 

'Iheunbicnt airrrocmdtht exhaust hasapssum (dcmtcdp~) thatdcpendson theahiadcof the &ea and 
the atmosphuic conditions. The conductivity of the ambient air, ad, is tdrcn to be mhobm. 
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On an atomic scale, the plume contains pndominantly neutral rtoaric ud molecular ~ p e c i y  but m ~ e  
importantly it conuins free ions of both charge stam ud free electmar. 'Ihe density of positive ud ncptive 
ians is about equal, and the density oftheelectronsis about l/lOOOdthe ions. The charged species s m m  out 
of the rocket nozzle with a fluid velocity that can beon the mbot  looOm/s. In the absence dextanal ekaric 
or magnetic fields, the regiaw of the plume, conwramd trail mcckmka i ly  namk thae is 110 ncttharge and 216 
net current density. At the downstream end of  the plume. and at the beginning of the COM, the g~ cools 
rapidly and ncanbinatiocl poces~ts drastically reduce the numba of thx drrgts, d hence the cooductiGty. 

From the point of view of calculating threshold fields for triggering of lightning, the most signXmt region 
is the plume bccruse it has the h r p t  conductivity. Tyjncally the maximm conductivity is 0.1 to 1.0 mhos/m 
in the hottest part of the plume and falls rapidly to 10- mhodm or Icr, at the downsn~am edge of the plume. 
The time constant (us) in the most conductive pert of the plume is very small, -0.1 nscc. In the cooler, less 
conducting parts of the corona, the time constant is still fairly short. 1 mScc or less. Tht conductivity of the 
sunounding air ism the omis of 1014 mhos/m with a time collstant d 1000 sec or so. 

Because of their low cmductivity, the parts of the cormu near the trail, cmd the carire tmil h v e  Iiuk effect 
on the triggering elcc-c fields of the rocket. and so arc not explicitly included in this analysis. They may 
however affect the iacatiOn of the eventual lightning channel if a strike occurs. Fur example, tht particulate 
mattcr in the vail could enhonce the formation of 8 leader channel, and m cause the main channel to develop in 
the exhaust path or p n l y  in the exhaust path. 

3.0 PHYSICAL MODELING OF PLUME ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 

One of rhe most extensivc pieces of wark on the elcctricsl properrier of plumes was dare by Nordgard and 
Smith (11 and Smith et el. [2]. Their objective was to determine the effect of the plume on the VHF field 
response of a REDEYE rocket. They performed calculationr of the coupling of the fields to the rocku, rtported 
data on the conductivity of the plume from rcsulLp of scvcnl large compua codes, consvucted a full scak stntic 
model of rhc rocket and the plume, and performed electrical m a m r m a U a  of the coupling of sinusoidal fields to 
the stark model. with and without the plume 

Ont of the important results of the Nordgard and Smith WOCL is tb conductivity as a function of posithi in 
the plume for the Redeye rockc% This rocket is a small tpcticrl rocket (-2 m long. -10 an in diruneta) with a 
solid fuel propellant. Figure 2 shows a pbt  of  the maximum conductivity as a function of the axial p o s i h .  

tothe Figure 3 shows aamtour plot of theconductivity asa function of the axial and radial positions lywmajlzcd * 

rocks length and nozzle diameter, nspactivtly. 

Thedatnpeaented in Fi#uraZand 3an&uhted+ 'Ihecodethrtwasusadtodacnnine this data was 
the Low Altitude Plume pro%ram (LAPP). Note that tbc conductivity in Figure 2 falls by four orden of 
magnitude in about five rocket lengths. 

'Ihe results showed hat h e  plumedid nol havca largeeffect on the coupling of VHF radhtbn to ihe mcW 
Mccurmnmenu m d e o f  thecoupled signals 10 rarin in a mall apcnuc f o m d  in the rocket were compared to 
the coupled signals dcmmmd ' d y t i c a l l y .  The mtssund signah wen SmaUcI than the theoretically prtdicred 
SigrrpLo. and in botbcrrres thecwplcdaregy wunotchngsda greiudal by the plume. Ihe diffaence in h e  
coupled enagy berwear plume md m plumc COnditjDlLs wu about 2-3 dE. 

Note that the modeling done by Nordgard and Smith das not treat the fluid velocity of the plume, but 
instead takes the point of view that the conductive part of the plume bebavw like a stationary conductor. This is 
a because the time scale of the VHF radiation. c 1 microsac, is short compared to the travel time of 

Also N d g d  and Smith assumed a perfectly conducting conncch betwcen the plume and the rocket. This 
migbt not be the rral circumrtance. Them rtrrsoning fur this choice wru that the pdcct  connection would give 

. 
p z z L c  plume (-10 mscc). 

thc worstca!jc difrcfmce in thev?€Fcouplig. 
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Figure 2 Maximum Coaductivity 8s 8 Foactioa of Axial Position for the REDEYE 
Rocket from the LAPP Code [ I ]  
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Figure 3 Effective Electroa Conductivity 8s a Function of Normalized Axial and Radial 
Positions. Axial Position Normriized to Rocket Length and R8dial Position 
Normalized to Nozzle Radius I21 
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4.0 PLUME CHEMISTRY 

The chemical composition of the exhaust gases has a large effect on the plume conductivity. ?he propellant 
for the Space S h ~ a l c  Main Engine (SSME) is LOX and H2, and (except for unintentional impurities) there will 
be very few metal atoms naturally in the plasma. In practice though, some alkali metal atoms do appear in Lire 
exhaust [lo] and they will impact the electron concentration. Impurity species arc being used, for example, as 
the basis f a  a diagnostic tool to monitor the health of the engine. The Saturn V first stage ( S I C )  is also a 
liquid pmpellant rocket but with LOX and kerosene as rhe fuel. 

Solid rockets can have a larger proportiOn of metal ions in the exhaust and the plume might therefore have a 
higher conductivity. For example the shuttle SRB propellant has a large proportion of aluminum (as a 
propellant filler and in the propellant itself) and this AI is in relatively large proportion in the exhaust. The 
exhaust analyzed by Nordgard and Smith [l-31 was from a solid rocket also. although A: was not in the 

The temperature and chemical composition varies throughout the exhaust. In the nozzle region the 
temperature and pressure an lower than in the motor chamber or in the plume. Because of the reduced 
temperatwe in the nozzle region. the conductivity there is also reduced. The temperature in the plume can be 
quite high (-2500' K for the Saturn V [91) bccause of afterburning. and it is in the plume that the largest 
conductivity occurs. In the S a m  V. afterbuming is the result of CO and H2 ignition with ambient @. 

Then arc a number of large computer codes which endeavor to calculate exhaust gas properlies such as 
chemical composition, ion density, temperature. pressure and flow velocity. For the present purposes. the 
imponant parameters are he density of charged species and the collision frequency which enable a calculation of 
the conductivity. Among the various codes, the Low Altitude Plume Program (LAPP), the Rocket Exhaust 
proSram (REP), the Naval Weapons Center ("C) code, and the JANAAF Standard Plume Flowfield (SPF) code 
are ones that we know have been applied to the solution of electromagnetic problems. The codes rake into 
account (to various degrees) the fluid dynamics and chemical rtactions that occur in the plume. 

propellant 

A key feature of the exhaust is the variation in conductivity at the downstream end of he plume, and in 
particular Ihe distance from the nozzle to the location w h a t  the conductivity gets below 

5.0 ELECTROMAGNETIC MODEL OF EXHAUST 

u) IO4 mhodm. 

The goal here is to develop a model that will enable the effect of the plume on elccmc field enhancement 
factors to be calculared. To calculate this directly, one needs u, understand in detail the processes within the 
plume: this includes the dynamical balance between the electric field forces. the chemical reacths that arc taking 
place which change the number of free charge carriers, and the fluid flow which is changing the speed and 
tunperature of thc plasma. The equations govming this problem art complicared and include the Navia-Stokes 
equations for the compressible fluid flow. Maxwell's equations for the electromagnetic phenomena, and the 
Boltzmann equation with chemical ralt equalions to account for the thermal and chemical distribution of ion. 
atomic and molecular species. 

Some simplification in these coupled equations is possible. Applied electric fields of 100 k V h  or less do 
not change the flow profile (there are mostly neunal species m the exhaust), and thc applied felds do not affect 
the temperature significantly. Therefore. the fluid flow and chemisuyhhermodynarnics an to first order 
independent of the elecmmagnetics. The remainder of this section will describe some general characteristics of 
tbc model and then m e  details of the charge dismbution predicted by the model when the rocket/plume is placed 
in an extend field. 

s . l  

The velocity of the exhaust gases plays an imponant rok in determining how the plume nacls to m external 
field. On tht average the fluid velocity of the gas atoms and ions in the plume is much larger (as large as 2-3 x 
Id m/s) than any drift velocity induced by an external clccvic field. For this reason the flow IS aiwd\\ Away 
from the rocket motor. Ths charge bdds up on pans of the rocker/plume when there IS a differenulll 1 lou rate 
between he positive and negative charges. 
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The tempustun in the plume is about 2500' K so Uu thumal velocity of electrons is about I d  m/s. The 
density of neutral a w n s  and mokcules is about 7xldu m3.  The fluid velocity is 2-3 x Id m/s. So the mean 
time between collisions (e 1 ns) of the electrons with the sunounding atomshokcuks is s h m  than the flight 
time of a partick through the plume (millisecs), and the Drude model of conductivity with a collision frequency 
can be used to describe the conducting plume. 

There are roughly qual positive and negative ion densities in the plume, and about l/looO this density of 
free electrons. But the mobilities of the ions are about loo0 times smaller than the dectrons so the threc chatgad 
species carry about qual cumnu under the influence of an external field. The total conductivity is therefore 
about three times the electron conductivity and the plume will be viewed as being composed of lhree conducting 
species. 

The results of calculations of Nmdgard and Smith using LAPP will be used for the exhaust physical size and 
conductivity. It is convenient LO discuss the plume axial dimensions scaled to the length of rhe mcka. 7he 
conductivity in the model is three times the electron conductivity given in Figurc 3, and the C o o C d i W s  for any 
solid propellant rocket will be intcrprtled with the apQropriate scale facton and Lt which Lve the kngth 
of the rocket and the diameter of the rocket nozzle, respectively. 

5 . 2  4 

To show the effect of the exhaust on the field enhancement of the rocket in an atmospheric extQnal electric 
field, it is neccssary D have a model of how the charge in the plume nacts to the external field. As discussed 
previously, the motion of the charge carrius and thc fact that dren arc chunical and physical scattering processes 
occurring in he plume make the intapretation complicated. and a calculation from first principles is difficult. 
The effect has been interpreted simply in tcrms of acceleration or deceleration of in&vidual streams of charged 
particles and thae should be an approximate solution Lhat will reprtsenl the steady state. It will be requirtd that: 

1. The E-field inside the plume (and probably part of the corona) is z m ,  and, 
2. Charges hat would tend build up at the bottom of the E30 regton in the absence of the plasma flow will 

stay with he plasma and move in the trail downstream away from the rocke~ 

Consider a one d imens id  (in the key spatial range) model of the exhaust which includes an exponential 
variation in conductivity. This variation is not too diffwent from the axial dependence found by Smith and 
Nordgard [ 11. The exhaust will be exposed to a step increase in uniform field, and suppose for the moment that 
the fluid velocity is very small. Figure 4 shows the physical geometry. 

When the external field changes, a volume distribution of positive charge is generated inside the material 
which has a peak whose position is time dependent. The peak moves downstram in the exhaust loward smallu 
conductivity. This model gives a picture for how the charge distributes in the exhaust of the rocket for some 
rapid change in Ihe external field. 

Figures 5 shows the sequence of peaks in the volume distribution of charge in this Static model. In the real 
rocket exhaust. Ihe charge will be swept away at some point downstream. 

Occurring simultaneously with this charge build up, there is a fluid flow. There is a critical position k i t  
beyond which the charges will be swept downsueam. Thueforc, in steady state. h e  field distribution around the 
rocket is qualitatively like Figure 6. The total field @,,d is zero in the plume up to some distance zcrit and he 
field rises again to E,, downsucam of zcril. 7ht field changes brick lo Eo in some distance A. The charges at 
z h t  are no longer able to adjust their position in the plume D keep up with the rocket motion and rn swept 
downstream. The condition defining %fit in the steady s u e  is hat the relaxation time at tcrit be qual to the 
time (roughly 4/V,k,d necessary lo mainlain the spatial feld distribution; thaefore wt is &fined by 
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Figure 4 Example of a Semi-Infinite Material Witb Varying Conductivity u (2) Like a 
Typical Rocket Exbaust, Witbout Flow 

Figure 5 Quditrtive Dependence of the Perks is the Cbarge Distribution o f  a One 
Dimensional Varying Conductivity 
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Figure 6 Qualitative Representation of FieIdr/Charpes Around a Rocket System in an 
External Field 

The functional dependence of u can be oblained from code calculations or possibly measurements. Note that 
A d e p d s  on =l so Eq. 1 must be solved implicitly for the pammuer %l. Therefore the size of Region I (E = 
0) defined in Figure 6 behind ihe rocket is dependent on rocket velocity, and the faster the rocket moves, the 
smaller zcril is. A is a slowly varying function of hl. Note h i t  if A is on the order of a rocket dimension (60 
m for the S a m  V), then u is 

This is a very small conductivity and iu position is almost cenainly out of the plume and in the hottest pan of 
the corona. This corresponds to 8n effective elecmcal sue of the exhaust which is bigger than one would expect 
on the basis of higher frequency scattering processes. 

Figure 7 shows a schematic representation of the positions of a rocket during launch. At launch and during 
the time the plume is still in contact with the ground (tl). negative polarization charge accumulates on the 
rocket. As the rocket rises, it encounters changing E-fields, and the polarization charge changes. The E-field 
may change because the rocket gets nearer to the amosphcric sources or because the s o m c s  arc changing. 

Suppose the field is increasing at the site of the rocket. then as the polarization charge grows to keep E 4  in 
Region I, negative charge will increase on the rocket and positive charge will be left behind in the frail. In 
principle, the fields near the rocket need to be calculated in a time varying environment. For exampk, h charge 
left in the lrail will be moving downstream and it will have a time varying effect on the enhancement factor. It 
is assumed that the time variation effects are small so a steady state condition exists. 

This picture for the charge distribution in the exhaust with an external field allows an equivalent 
electrostatics pmbkm to be developed to calculate the rocket-exhaust field enhancement factor. The equivalent 
problem ignores the actual time dependence of the fields. and it assumes that thc charge left in the trail doesn’t 
affect the fields around the rocket very much. The prescription for seaing up and solving the equivalent probkm 
is as follows: 
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Figure 7 Schematic Di8gr.m of CbrrgdFicld Build-Up IS Rocket Ascends 

choose a rpeed for the rocket. Take the parametu Ahm to be 1.5 mcket lengths, and calculate the 
aait- 
From the conductivity as a fwIction of position calculated from a code or by measurement, d m i n e  the: 

Solve far the ekcaic field DlMlnd 8 perfect mductar C whose size and physical shape IVC identical to the 
rocket plus Region I. Use the following boundary conditions: 
a. 'Ihe Srnisce of the conductor C is an equipotential 
b. The charge density at the most downstream point of the conductor C is zero (Ed at this point) 

Find the fgld as a function of position on the cylindrical axis from Ihe critical point (%t) downward. 
Estimate A from the field variation. i.e. from the 10% fo 90% values of E(z). 
If A differs €tom the initial Ahyp by mOre than x %, change Ahyp accordingly in step (1). Usc thc new + and repeat steps (1). (2). (3) and (4). x determines the accuracy of the solution. 
If A is consistent with the original AhW, then use the fields around the rocket to get the enhanrzment 
facur. 

paramettr =t d the size Of Regiocl L 

The equivalent problem used to model the exhaust differs concepllnuy only slightly from the previous nicxlel 
developed by penln and Rudolph [8], although the added size of Regia, I can make a substantial difference in k l ~ c  
numerical value of che arhencemcnt factor. Thc diffe.mce is caused by the bt im of the 'zero charge' bo.u.&ii ,. 
condition. In the previous model the condition was imposcd ax the bouom of the rocket. i.e., at the nozzle. in 
the current model it is imposed at a position that is at the end of Region I. 

There is a complication introduced hae because the end of Region I is not easy to define. The ciihci 
distance wt must be calculated using Eq. 1. The result will be that the exhaust has more of an effect on h e  
enhancement factor than previously calculattd If is Iargc, Le., sevaal rocket lengths, then the enhanccrnent 
factor may be incnastd by factors of 2 or 3 over those calculated Wilh the old baurdary condition. 
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There is in i n W g  -of rhis model thrt wsg reco@ed by Paalad Rudolph I851 which has to 
do with the effect of charging the rocket. Regardless of the chuging process (precipitation, dust, 
triboele~oification, 01 plume charging), the bo- condition E - 0 (stcp 3b above) will =use the chatge 
distribution on che rocket to be the same @rovidad Lhere is a mffkiently large charge source) 11s would occur in 

6.0 SUMMARY 

Ihe POW crw/cxtemal E-field. tht UIC model all rocket &@ng effects. 

There has been a distinct evolution of the model for taking into Bcoount the rocket exhaust. Early work by 
Kasemir [7] and Penlaand Rudolph 1851 had the sizeof the equivdart conductaronly =big 8s therockct. Orha 
work by Krida et d. [9] had tht equivalent carductorlsrge amugh but didn't Iccognizc $he & e t  of the fluid flow 
on the &- bumdary condition. The present model fakes into Bccount all the uth.usl effects. 

In arda to illusaatc the imposrance of the plume model we have calculated the ambicnt triggaing field for an 
SRB-Like rocket by iwIf far diffaenl plume assumptions [ 1 11: 

RockWNoPlume: 50 K V h  

15 KVhn 
Rock# and Perfectly Cautucting Plume: 31 Kvh 
Roclcer Plume with a Zero Ner charge Boundary Condition: 

The results show a factor of 3 variation indicating a subslanlial Deed lo undaannd how the plume affects the 

Because the issue of how the plume behaves in an electric freld is sa important to f& enhancanents and the 

triggering conditions. 

prediction of uiggaed lightning, it is vital that kwh rheoreucal . and expaimenml confvmation of the new plume 
ekcmcalmodclbeobtained. 
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